SCIENCE FICTION IN HEALTHCARE

Dr. Bertalan Mesko - The Medical Futurist
Science fiction that helps prepare for the future sneaked into our lives, but why cannot we see science fiction technologies in healthcare?

**Message:**

*Progress in hardware and software is at an almost exponential rate but what matters is how we adopt technologies.*

Digital health helps tackle this. Describing major trends that shape medicine and healthcare presented through futuristic life scenes.

**Message:**

*Healthcare is going to be accessible, personalized, preventive, augmented and humanistic.*
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• Bringing all this together - How it applies to us and the future. What path should we walk on to bring science fiction technology to patients?

Conclusion
• Healthcare could work as efficiently as driverless cars. When one car makes a mistake, all the cars in the fleet learn from it. Thus, every utopia starts with a science fiction idea. The driving forces behind that are digital health and patient
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